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VALUING YOUR TIME AS AN ARTIST
I’d like to begin on a personal note. I think it’s important to share with you that my path
to my work as Arts in Education Associate at the Maine Arts Commission is rooted in my
creative practice. To be honest, valuing myself and my work has always been really
tough for me. You certainly need to find your own path and comfort level.
I lacked confidence until I really sat down and created a system to objectively value my
time and my work. Every time an opportunity would come my way, it was an emotional,
agonizing situation about whether I was good enough, and whether my work was good
enough or ‘worth it’. When you’re in that place, it can be very hard to be objective
about value. For me personally, to come up with a number, I had to make an equation. I
took my understanding of value from a very abstract place to a place that is quite
specific. In my experience, that is the piece that changed everything. I would say that
the same is true for valuing your time and work outside of its material sense as an art
object.
{THINKING ABOUT VALUE}
For our purposes, let’s think of value as something that is both/and:
So, it’s considering both the monetary worth of something and the relative worth of
something. It’s thoughtfully arriving at a numerical quantity that is determined by
weighing out those two things. This becomes your confident number.
{NOT ALL OPPORTUNTIES ARE CREATED EQUAL}
Once you have your confident number (or, a predetermined set of variables that allows
you to get to a confident number), you are prepared and can be flexible. You have to
find the path that feels good to you when thinking about valuing your time and effort as
an artist, and that will be your constant. The caveat is this: not all opportunities you
encounter will be of equal value to you.
I hope what I share tonight is helpful, and if any of you feel as though you have a
number but it feels too fuzzy to be confident about– that by taking steps to be
prepared, and by assessing value ahead of time, you will feel like you are making more
informed choices. This can make all of the difference in the world in terms of whether
your project is successful and whether you ultimately meet your goals at the end of the
day.
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{GENERATING ADDITIONAL STREAMS OF REVENUE}
In addition to selling an object or a seat at a performance, there are other ways in which
your time and effort as an artist need to be thoughtfully considered and valued. For
example – applying for grants, participating in programmatic partnerships or working as
a contractor.
For tonight’s discussion, I’m going to talk about teaching artists. I’m choosing to do this
for a couple of reasons. Much of my experience as an arts professional is rooted in
working in the arts education field, and specifically around coaching teaching artists.
Also, many artists, at some point in their career, work in schools or communities to
supplement their income, and finally, because teaching artists generally consider all
three of these options as sources of additional revenue to support their creative
practice.
That being said, I’m going to be relatively general, because I think a lot of this could be
relevant to artists who are applying for individual artist grants, commission based work,
or general arts based community projects.
{GRANTS}
The first thing to consider is grant funding.
Maybe you have a great idea and want to lead an artist’s residency at a school or in your
community. Perhaps it feeds into your practice directly or maybe it helps you to
financially support your practice. You need to really think about the ‘why’ because you
may value opportunities differently through each of those lenses.
For our purposes, let’s assume that you are considering a project primarily because it
will support your practice as an additional stream of revenue.
In order for you to get grant funding you have to be able to show the funding agency
that you will be responsible for the funds. You will need to clearly describe the program
and be able to show evidence that you have considered the goals of the project, and
how you will know if you have succeeded. I’m happy to talk more about content of grant
writing for school and community partnerships one on one after the session, but to keep
it focused on tonight’s topic, I’m primarily going to talk about the other key piece of a
grant proposal: the budget.
If you’re applying for a competitive grant, look at the total cost of your program.
Question yourself rigorously: How much are you paying yourself? Are you paying
yourself only for direct services (in this case, teaching time) or are you including your
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planning, research and preparation time? What about overhead? Are you hiring an
assistant? Will you charge administrative fees? What materials or supplies are you
providing? How many people will you serve? What about transport or mileage? Will you
need photocopies or promotional materials? Does the school or organization require
you to have liability insurance? Think about all of those things, and identify them in your
working budget as you design your project. Determine what you need your grant ask to
be so that not only are all of the expenses covered, but that it enables you to meet your
goal – securing an additional source of revenue.
Be specific. Even if the grant guidelines only ask for a budget outline, you need to be
confident at how you get to that final figure. Because if you get the grant, ultimately you
need to be able to show how you have spent the money and that you have planned
adequately for your success.
To illustrate the point with a specific example from the Maine Arts Commission (MAC):
Some MAC grants require a budget, others do not. Either way, it’s important that you
know how much your project costs. SMART, our artist-community-schools partnership
project grant requires that you fill in a line item budget template and identify matching
funds. On the other hand, the Good Idea Grant, which is $1,500 toward a great idea that
pushes forward your practice, does not require that a budget be submitted. Whether or
not the grant you are seeking requires a budget or not, in order to be successful, you’ve
got to know what your needs are and how much the project will cost. Let’s say you
succeed in getting a Good Idea Grant. You will be putting yourself in a tough spot if
you’re trying to do what turns out to be a $10,000 project on $1,500.
A last comment on grants: I don’t recommend planning a budget around the max that
the grant offers – first off, the people reviewing your proposal will see right through
that. Figure out what you need. Be realistic. If it’s under the maximum amount, that’s
ok. If it’s above the amount, then you need to find a partner who is either willing to put
cash toward the project or who can donate time, space or materials as in-kind support
to bring down the cash amount your project needs in order to be successful.
{BEING PREPARED CAN MAKE OPPORTUNITIES TURN INTO REALITY VERY QUICKLY.}
All of these details should be considered in your planning so that when you get to that
number, what your project is worth, it really means something. Make it real. Your
project will be so much more compelling and have a better chance of success if it is real
and rings true. I also bring this up in order to circle back to my initial comments; once
you figure out what the value of a project is, it can inform other opportunities, and you
are prepared to present a case for how much your services and time as an artist are
worth, generally.
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Perhaps you’re really proactive and you have created a system for how you will value
your time as a studio artist, a teaching artist, a performer, etc. Most likely, you’ve
created all of this for a project based proposal. Either way, it’s a great exercise, because
now you’ve mapped it all out. Even if you don’t get the grant, you have put yourself in a
situation where you’re prepared for other opportunities in a very real way. Let’s say you
are at an opening and chatting with a gallery director about your work and he or she
says something like, ‘Wow - we’d really love to do some educational or outreach
programming on that’, and you say, ‘I can do that!’ And it’s real. You can shoot them a
budget, without having to agonize over your value as an artist. You’re ready to be
successful. Being prepared in this way can make opportunities turn into reality very
quickly.
{CONTRACTS AND PARTNERSHIPS}
Another option would be working with an institutional partner – this could be a school,
a museum or a community partner. You may get to negotiate your fee on this or you
may not. In some situations, you will get to put forward a proposal, and those budget
and program goals pieces I just mentioned—having those ready would put you in a
great place to confidently say exactly what you need to deliver a quality program. At
least then you know what your needs are, and what is negotiable as well as what’s not.
I’ll talk a little bit more about negotiation in a minute, but it’s definitely a lot better
place to be in than: I have my program goals, and somehow I’ll make it work based on
whatever they’re willing to pay me!
A common contractor example is working as a teaching artist on a roster of other
teaching artists at an arts organization. Either you work onsite or you go out and teach
in a school or in the community. In a roster scenario, the organization might have a pay
range based on your experience in the field, in other cases it will be a flat fee. Be ready
to negotiate. If you can’t put forward a proposal or set your fee, you still need to be
prepared with questions related to program quality. Will you be delivering content they
designed or content you designed? If you are designing the content, will you be paid for
that time or only during the hours you are actually teaching students? What about
materials? Are you providing them? Do you have a separate budget for that or are you
expected to cover supplies out of your wages? How are you paid – if you are buying
supplies and being reimbursed, how long does that process usually take? In some
instances, you may be required to pay for a lot of things out of pocket first, then be
reimbursed at the end of the project.
Look at your personal budget and your studio budget. Can you afford to take a gig like
that? Will this opportunity meet your goals? How does it speak to the value you have
placed on your time as an artist? A key piece to consider when looking at opportunities
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like these is the actual payment schedule. Let’s say you get $5,000 for a program that
covers a three month time period. On paper that can look great, but one of the biggest
challenges many teaching artists struggle with is how to budget so that the payment
schedule meets their needs. If you need to be paid small amounts after each session in
order to pay bills, you may not be able to take on a project where you receive a lump
sum or are reimbursed for out of pocket expenses at the end. You may not have the
flexibility to do that. Use the budget to make a potential opportunity real.
If we look back at the first example, preparing a proposal and budget for a grant ask, it
requires you to be confident and specific about how much your services cost. Again, it’s
a great exercise to do. A lot of the same questions can be applied to negotiating
contracts or entering into partnerships. You have a lot stronger case if start from a
budget that reflects the quality of the program you can deliver. At least then you know
whether a) it’s do-able, b) it’s not do-able or c) it’s potentially do-able. If it’s in that third
category, you will have to negotiate with the school or venue on what can be cut.
Specifically. I wouldn’t advise cutting your own salary or buying skimpy supplies. Maybe
an intensive program becomes an introductory course. Maybe you decrease the dosage
and your residency needs to become two residencies, a part one and a part two. You
can figure that out with the organizational partner using your budget and the system
you’ve created to value your time and work.
{WHO’S SUBSIDIZING WHO?}
If you’re not prepared, your chances of feeling like you’re volunteering your time or that
you’re actually spending more than you’re making is a definite possibility. Just like every
opportunity, think about your goals, think about the value of your time, and think about
whether this opportunity serves those goals. If you don’t take the time to think it
through in terms of value, instead of the project subsidizing your work as an artist, you
could end up subsidizing the project.
All of these things we’re talking about tonight come down to value. It’s tricky. And it
doesn’t necessarily get easier when you’re thinking about your time and energy rather
than an object or a seat at a performance.
{MAKING IT REAL}
Do your research. If you have friends who are doing this work, engage them in
conversation. If you are proposing a residency to a school or organization, talk to them
up front about the range. Figure out what elements you would need for a project to be
successful and ask thoughtful, specific questions if you aren’t able to put together the
budget yourself. Don’t assume that your value and understanding of time and quality is
universal.
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Not to go too deep into this, but if you are considering working specifically as a teaching
artist or community artist, look at the Teaching Artist Journal. Seek out professional
organizations or network on listservs. Connect with others before you approach schools
or arts organizations. Many states have a formal teaching artist directory - which will list
the type of program, the cost, the educational goals, etc. Take a look at those resources.
Maine is in the process of rebuilding its teaching artist roster for the state, and I invite
you to share needs and interests that our roster could meet for you as a tool if this is an
area of interest for you.
Ultimately, you have to make your own equation by thinking about your needs and
costs when considering initiating a project out in the community. This means being
prepared and understanding your goals – particularly if the primary goal is to seek out
additional revenue. When you value your time and work as an artist objectively, you can
find that confident number and increase the odds of turning potential into a positive
reality.
I want to encourage everyone who is interested in pursuing grant funds or working in
the arts as a contractor to feel free to reach out and connect personally – I didn’t want
to get too detailed in resources for teaching artists since tonight’s conversation was
more generally themed around valuing your time as an artist, but I’m happy to share
that kind of information if anyone is interested on a one on one basis.
Thanks for your time and interest – and GOOD LUCK!
Meagan Mattingly ∙ Arts in Education Associate
Maine Arts Commission
meagan.mattingly@maine.gov
207/287-2790

